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Issue Completed October 28, 2009
Images from the History of Medicine Available Through the NLM® Gateway

The NLM Gateway introduces access to the Images from the History of Medicine (IHM) from the History of Medicine Division (HMD) of the National Library of Medicine® (NLM). The IHM includes nearly 70,000 images from the HMD historical collections. The majority of the images are from the HMD Prints and Photographs Collection. Images include portraits, photographs, caricatures, genre scenes, posters, and graphic art illustrating the social and historical aspects of medicine dated from the Middle Ages to the present. For additional information on IHM, see New Look, Advanced Features for the NLM Images from the History of Medicine (IHM).

NLM is pleased to provide simultaneous searching and access to this collection in addition to the data in the twenty-three collections that the NLM Gateway currently searches. If you have any questions or comments, please contact us at NLM Customer Service.

By Andrea Demsey
MEDLARS Management Section

NLM® Launches "Rapid Research Notes" Archive

[Editor's Note: This is a reprint of an announcement published on the NLM Web site on August 21, 2009. To be notified of announcements like this subscribe to NLM-Announces e-mail list.]

The National Library of Medicine® (NLM) announces the introduction of Rapid Research Notes (RRN), a new resource developed by the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI), a division of NLM, to archive research made available through online venues for rapid scientific communication. The RRN archive allows users to access research that is provided through participating publisher programs designed for immediate communication.

Creating such an archive has been discussed often by NCBI public advisors, but the recent outbreak of H1N1 influenza provided an increased impetus for the project. Responding to the call for a means to quickly share research information about H1N1, the Public Library of Science developed PLoS Currents: Influenza, an open-access, online resource for immediate communication and discussion of new scientific data, analyses, and ideas in the area of influenza. In order to make research available as soon as possible, submissions are not peer reviewed in depth, but are screened by a group of leading researchers in the field who decide whether a contribution is suitable; those judged suitable are immediately posted to the PLoS Currents: Influenza Web site and archived at RRN with a stable ID.

PLoS Currents: Influenza is the first collection to be archived in RRN. NCBI expects the RRN archive to expand over time to include additional collections in other high-interest biomedical fields.
September 03, 2009 [posted]

MEDLINE®/PubMed® Year-End Processing Activities

The National Library of Medicine® (NLM®) is currently involved in MEDLINE year-end processing (YEP) activities. These include changing the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH®) and Supplementary Concept Substance Names on existing MEDLINE citations to conform with the 2010 version of MeSH, and other global changes.

Important Dates

- **November 18, 2009**: NLM expects to temporarily halt the addition of fully-indexed MEDLINE citations to PubMed.

- **Mid-December 2009**: The PubMed MEDLINE citations, translation tables, and the MeSH database will have been updated to reflect 2010 MeSH.

For details about the impact on searching from November 18 to mid-December, see: Annual MEDLINE®/PubMed® Year-End Processing (YEP): Impact on Searching During Fall 2009.

For background information on the general kinds of changes made annually, see: Annual MEDLINE®/PubMed® Year-End Processing (YEP): Background Information.

The MeSH Browser now has a link to 2010 MeSH. The default year in the MeSH Browser remains 2009 MeSH for now, but the alternate link provides access to 2010 MeSH. The MeSH Section will continue to provide access via the MeSH Browser for two years of the vocabulary: the current year and an alternate year. Sometime in November or December, the default year will change to 2010 MeSH and the alternate link will provide access to the 2009 MeSH.

The 2010 MeSH files are expected to be available for download later this year.

September 09, 2009 [posted]

Unified Medical Language System® (UMLS®) Upcoming Training

The next full-day, hands-on UMLS Basics training class will be held at NLM on September 17, 2009. This class is free for participants and is worth 7.5 Medical Library Association continuing education contact hours. For more information and to register for the class visit the National Training Center and Clearinghouse Web site.

NLM® Resource: WISER® 4.3 is now available

[Editor's Note: This is a reprint of an announcement published on NLM-Tox-Enviro-Health-L, an e-mail announcement list available from the NLM Division of Specialized Information Services. To subscribe to this list, please see the NLM-TOX-ENVIRO-HEALTH-L Join, Leave, or Change Options page.]

WISER 4.3 is now available. It can be downloaded from the WISER Web site or accessed at WebWISER.

Highlights of this version include:

- New and improved user interface for WISER for Windows®
  - The Known Substance and Help Identify Unknown Chemical result lists are always visible, reducing unnecessary navigation
  - An enhanced data menu maintains the context of the previous selection and can be kept open for quick navigation
  - Substances can now be compared directly using a synchronized data menu
  - Substance tabs and new auto-arrange features allow viewing of multiple substances
- All WISER platforms include data updates based on the latest content from NLM Hazardous Substances Data Bank (HSDB), Center for Infectious Disease Research and Policy (CIDRAP) for biological agents, and US Environmental Protection Agency Acute Exposure Guideline Levels (EPA AEGGLs).

Please contact us if you have suggestions for additional features or for enhancing current features.

You can follow the National Library of Medicine Specialized Information Services Division, including WISER, on Twitter at http://twitter.com/NLM_SIS.

WISER (Wireless Information System for Emergency Responders) is a system designed to assist first responders in hazardous material incidents. It provides a wide range of information on hazardous substances, including substance identification support, physical characteristics, human health information, and containment and suppression advice.

September 09, 2009 [posted]

New for PubMed®: Auto Suggest and Titles with Your Search Terms

One PubMed feature expands and another evolves. (Figures below show how these features are expected to look in the redesigned version of PubMed.)

PubMed's Also try feature was introduced to the right of the search results almost a year ago. It suggests searches previously done on PubMed. Many searchers are giving them a try. A similar feature, Auto Suggest, will soon work with the search box. Based on the terms you enter, some of the most popular PubMed searches will be displayed in a menu (see Figure 1). Click on one to run that search.

![Figure 1: Search suggestions display as you type.](image)

There is a "Turn off" function at the bottom of the menu. This deactivates Auto Suggest for the search session. After eight hours of inactivity, it is reactivated. Future enhancements to My NCBI are expected to offer a setting to turn off Auto Suggest whenever you are signed in to My NCBI.

Titles with Your Search Terms
The PubMed discovery ad that started out as More PubMed Articles has evolved into **Titles with your search terms**. This ad, also to the right of the search results, displays links for article titles. Notice that your search terms are bolded. Up to three are shown and each can be expanded to see the full source information using a mouseover (see Figure 2). There is a link to "See more" which takes you to a ranked list of up to 20 titles. (Keep in mind this list is generated using your search terms, and there could be more than 20 titles in PubMed.) The ranking is based on the number of times PubMed searchers have viewed the single record display.

![PubMed Discovery Ad](image)

**Figure 2:** Titles with your search terms can be expanded using the mouseover to see fuller title and source information.

Note: Discovery ads are subject to change at any time.

**By Annette M. Nahin**

**MEDLARS Management Section**

PubMed Central® Releases New Search Option for Embargoed Articles

[Editor's note added November 25, 2009: Please note that the PMC search option only includes articles with an initial embargo of up to twelve months. Articles with an embargo greater than twelve months are not compliant with the NIH Public Access Policy and will appear in search results only when the full text is free in PMC.]

Finding embargoed article citations in PubMed Central (PMC) is now as easy as 1-2-3! [Note: "Embargoed" articles comprise those which are not immediately free on publication, but only after a specified time period.]

With the implementation of a new PMC search option, you can easily retrieve both the citations for embargoed articles and their corresponding PMC reference numbers, known as PMCIDs. Because articles under embargo do not show up during a regular PMC search, this new feature is particularly valuable for authors and publishers who must submit PMCIDs as proof of compliance with the National Institutes of Health Public Access Policy.

1. Take it to the "Limits"

To locate the new search option from the PMC homepage, click on Advanced search (see Figure 1).

![Figure 1: Choose Advanced search from the PMC homepage.](image)

Next, click on the Limits tab at the top of the PMC search page (see Figure 2).
2. Ready, Set, Search

Once you are on the Limits page, click in the field, "Show both free and embargoed articles." and enter your search and click Go (see Figure 3).

Next, take a look at the search results on the Summary display page (see Figure 4), where you can now see three tabs, "All," "Free," and "Embargoed," as well as the number of articles in each of these categories. These display features will allow you to obtain an immediate view of the number of Free vs. Embargoed articles within your initial search result.
3. **Your Number is Up!**

Finally, click on the "Embargoed" tab at the top of the Results Page. As shown in Figure 5, you will then be able to find the PMCID at the bottom of an article citation, as well as the date on which the article itself becomes publicly available or "Free in PMC." Please note that the usual PMC links, such as "Full Text," will not appear with the citation until the article is viewable in PMC.

---

**Figure 4: Results Page with Tabs for Free and Embargoed Article Citations.**

**Figure 5: Embargoed Article PMCID and Date of Availability.**

By Marla Fogelman  
National Center for Biotechnology Information

Preview of PubMed® Redesign Coming

[Editor's note: A feedback link (only on the preview-version) can be used to send comments. No replies can be made; use the Help Desk link if you need a reply.]

The redesign of the PubMed interface was announced in May (see: PubMed® Redesign 2009). Very soon a link on the PubMed homepage will connect to a preview version. The preview version will enable users to try out the new interface and is expected to run for at least two weeks after which PubMed will exist in the redesigned version. No changes to URLs will be necessary.

One aspect of the redesign affects display formats. There will be three of interest to most users: Summary, Abstract, and MEDLINE. The AbstractPlus and Citation formats will be retired as the Abstract format will combine aspects of both, e.g., Related Articles titles and MeSH® vocabulary. Any saved searches or links that were created with the Citation or AbstractPlus formats will eventually default to the new Abstract format.

A number of changes will be made to Advanced Search and My NCBI as a result of the redesign.

Watch for an upcoming article with more information about the redesign.

By Annette M. Nahin
MEDLARS Management Section

September 17, 2009 [posted]

2010 MeSH® Files Available for Download

The Introduction to MeSH 2010 is now available. 2010 MeSH is also available for download in XML and ASCII formats.

Also available for 2010 from the same MeSH download page are:

- Pharmacologic Actions
- New Headings with Scope Notes
- MeSH Replaced Headings
- MeSH MN (tree number) changes
- 2010 MeSH in MARC format


Other pertinent articles:
- MEDLINE/PubMed Year-End Processing Activities
- 2010 MeSH Now Available
- 2010 MeSH Files Available for Download
- Cataloging News 2010
- MEDLINE Data Changes — 2010
- PubMed Notes — 2010
- Newly Maintained MEDLINE for 2010 MeSH Now Available in PubMed
- What's New for 2010 MeSH
- 2010 MeSH Category B Restructuring
September 17, 2009 [posted]

**MedlinePlus® Now on Twitter**

(Editor's Note: This is a reprint of an announcement published on the NLM® Web site on August 31, 2009. To be notified of announcements like this subscribe to NLM-Announces e-mail list.)

Follow us on Twitter, medlineplus4you, to get the latest health information from the National Library of Medicine® (NLM).

NLM launched medlineplus4you on Twitter as a companion to the NLM popular and respected consumer health Web site, MedlinePlus.gov.

Both MedlinePlus.gov provide trustworthy health and wellness information from US government agencies and other authoritative sources.

National Library of Medicine® Offers Disaster Information Resources on Hurricanes and Wildfires

[Editor's Note: This is a reprint of an announcement published on the NLM® Web site on August 31, 2009. To be notified of announcements like this subscribe to NLM-Announces e-mail list.]

With the hurricane season upon us and continuing battles with wildfires, the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) leads federal efforts to provide online health and safety information for people in the path of a hurricane or wildfire.

For wildfire information, go to: http://sis.nlm.nih.gov/enviro/californiafires.html. Learn how to prepare and protect yourself from wildfires, and get information on how the smoke and particulate matter may affect your health.

And for up-to-date information on hurricanes, go to: http://sis.nlm.nih.gov/enviro/hurricane.html. Here, you can find information on everything from taking care of pets during a storm to food safety for consumers upon returning home after a hurricane.

A complete list of disaster health Web link pages can be found at: http://sis.nlm.nih.gov/dimrc/subjectguides.html.

Additionally, the National Library of Medicine (NLM) has numerous Web sites that provide information for the general public, emergency planners, and public health professionals. The NLM Web site, http://medlineplus.gov contain numerous Web pages with easy-to-understand information for the general public, available in English and Spanish.


En español


September 21, 2009 [posted]

Unified Medical Language System® (UMLS®) News: Upcoming Webcast

The forthcoming reorganized UMLS Web pages will be discussed in the UMLS Webcast, "UMLS Web Site Changes," to be held on September 24, 2009 at 2:00 pm ET. The Webcast will include a guided tour of the new Web site and a question-and-answer session. Captioning will be provided, and the Webcast will be archived and available online for later viewing. For more information about the Webcast or to register, visit the UMLS Webcasts page.

September 22, 2009 [posted]

New LinkOut® for Libraries Quick Tours

A six-minute quick tour, Library Submission Utility: An Introduction, and a two-minute quick tour, Retrieving Your Password for the Library Submission Utility, are now available under the Training and Promotion section of the LinkOut for Libraries homepage and on the Distance Education Program Resources page. These quick tours require the Adobe Flash™ Player and were created using Qarbon's ViewletBuilder™.

Unified Medical Language System® (UMLS®) Web Site Changes

NLM® reorganized the UMLS Web site (see Figure 1). Information is now divided into four categories:

- **New Users (1)** — basic information for users who have little or no experience with UMLS; includes information about getting a UMLS License;
- **User Education (2)** — UMLS Webcasts, Quick Tours, and links to papers and presentations about the UMLS;
- **Knowledge Sources (3)** — information about the three UMLS Knowledge Sources, including relevant chapters of the new UMLS Reference Manual and Fact Sheets and;
- **Implementation Resources (4)** — technical information such as Database Query Diagrams and Database Load Scripts for application development; includes information about MetamorphoSys and the Rich Release Format Browser.

The new UMLS Web site homepage also includes a list of "Quick Links" to popular UMLS Web pages. Other links on the homepage include UMLS News, Downloads, Metathesaurus License Agreement, and the *UMLS Reference Manual*. 
UMLS Reference Manual
As part of the UMLS Web site reorganization, NLM rewrote the UMLS Release Documentation as the UMLS Reference Manual, a new book on the NCBI Bookshelf. Information specific to a UMLS Release, such as sources included in the current version of the Metathesaurus and statistics regarding the number of concepts, remains on the UMLS Web site while general reference information now resides on the Bookshelf. This change allows users to search the general reference information directly within the manual itself. The UMLS Reference Manual has been formatted to increase readability and each chapter can be printed as a PDF file.

UMLS Webcast
The reorganized pages were discussed in the UMLS Webcast, "UMLS Web Site Changes." The archived Webcast is available on the UMLS Webcasts page.

By Rachel Kleinsorge
MEDLARS Management Section

PubMed® Redesign

[Editor's note added October 27, 2009: PubMed changed to the redesigned interface on Tuesday, October 27, 2009.]

[Editor's note added September 20, 2009: Preview information is available in the article, Preview of PubMed Redesign Coming. Please also see LinkOut in the PubMed Redesign.]

LM® is pleased to announce a redesign of the PubMed interface. While retaining the robust functionality, the interface was simplified to make it easier to use while promoting scientific discovery.

The changes to PubMed are outlined below. Please note that search processing, including Automatic Term Mapping, has not changed.

PubMed Homepage
The PubMed homepage has been streamlined, requiring less effort to find resources. The new homepage includes an NCBI Header, Search Bar, and Footer that are common to all PubMed pages (see Figure 1).

The NCBI Header includes an NCBI Resources pull-down menu categorized by topic, a How To menu, and the Sign In for My NCBI.

The Search Bar retains the database selection menu, and includes a link to Advanced search and Help. Additional Search bar selections, RSS and Save search, display after running a PubMed search.

The Go button is now the Search button.

Access to the popular tools and resources previously found on the PubMed homepage sidebar may be found under PubMed Tools (e.g., the Single Citation Matcher and Clinical Queries) and More Resources (e.g., New and Noteworthy and the PubMed Tutorials).
The Footer includes links to many NCBI resources.

The Limits, Preview/Index, History and Details tabs' features have been consolidated in **Advanced search**.
Summary Results
Changes to the Summary format include these modifications (see Figure 2):

- Item checkboxes appear above the item number.
- The previous free article notations have been combined into the single indicator, Free article.
- Items in the Clipboard display the green note, Item in clipboard, in lieu of displaying the citation number in green.
- Display Settings and Send to features (see below) appear only at the top of the search results.
- To move to another page, the options are now First, Last, Previous, and Next.
My NCBI Filters

Filter your results, on the right of the screen, has replaced the Filter tabs (see Figure 2). It provides Manage Filters, a quick link to change filter selections. Free Full Text has been added as a default filter option for users not signed in to My NCBI. Click on the filter link to display the filter contents. A plus sign, will display which if clicked, will add a search for that filter to the search box.

Limits

Limits (which can be activated on the Advanced search page) appear on the upper right of the screen, with links to change or remove them (see Figure 3).

Related Data

Find related data has replaced the database "Links" selections previously available on the Display pull-down menu. After selecting a database from the menu, a database-specific options menu will display if more than one option is available, as well as a description of how the related data were generated (see Figure 3).
Figure 3: Summary results including Limits, Filter your results, and Find related data (with UniGene selected).

Display Formats
The display formats have been modified and include the following options:

- Summary (see above)
- Summary (text)
  - Previously available by selecting Display Summary, and then Send to Text.
- Abstract (see Figure 4)
  - The features of the AbstractPlus and Citation formats have been combined to create the new Abstract format. This display includes expandable sections for supplemental information such as Publication Types, MeSH Terms, Substances, Grant Support, Secondary Source IDs,
Personal Name as Subject, and LinkOut data. You can choose to have these sections (except LinkOut) expanded by default using My NCBI Preferences.

- **All links from this record** has replaced the Links pull-down menu. A mouseover for each selection displays a description of how the related data were generated.

- Result items in the Clipboard display the note, Item in clipboard, in lieu of displaying the citation number in green (see Figure 7).

- All LinkOut icons, including those activated by a URL parameter or a My NCBI setting, display in the top right of the Abstract format for a single record display, and below the abstract when you are viewing multiple records on one screen (see the article, *LinkOut® in the PubMed® Redesign*).

- The Abstract LinkOut section is not included when displaying multiple records in the Abstract format.

  - The Libraries LinkOut Holdings link (previously named Libraries in the LinkOut report) only displays in the LinkOut section when a library icon has been activated via My NCBI or a URL parameter.

  - Multiple records in the Abstract format display some Summary discovery ads (right sidebar) based on the initial search.

- **Abstract (text)**

  - Previously available by selecting Display AbstractPlus, and then Send to Text.

- **MEDLINE®**

- **XML (Note: Valid XML available from E-Utilities.)**

- **PMID List**

The Brief, Citation, and AbstractPlus formats are no longer available. The MEDLINE, XML, and PMID List display only in text format.
Figure 4: Abstract format with MeSH Terms displayed.

Display Settings
The Display Settings menu replaces the Display, Show and Sort By menus.

The consolidated **Display Settings** menu should be used to change results to a different display **format**, change the number of **items per page**, and the **sort** parameter. Make your selection(s), then use the Apply button (see Figure 5).
Send to (destination options)
The Send to menu should be used to send citations to a File, Clipboard, Collections, E-mail or to Order (see Figure 6). Use Send to File and select the MEDLINE format to download records for use with reference management software.

The RSS feature was moved from the Send to menu to the Search bar. The Send to Printer option was removed; use your browser's print options to print records.
Figure 6: Send to menu with Clipboard selected.

Clipboard
A Clipboard link will display after sending citations to the Clipboard. Click the Clipboard number of items link to display the Clipboard contents (see Figure 7).

Individual citations in the Clipboard include a Remove from clipboard option. In addition, Remove all items displays at the top of the Clipboard page; this option changes to Remove selected items when using the check boxes to select items to delete.
Advanced search
The Advanced search page was modified to use the redesign look and feel. Changes include:

- Incorporating the new search bar
- Replacing "Add More Citation Search Fields" in the Search by Author, Journal, Publication Date, and more section, with a generic "Add More Search Fields"
- Removing the Preview button from the Index of Fields and Field Values section
- Renaming the Queries section to More Resources
- Adding a link to the Single Citation Matcher in the More Resources section

PubMed Help
The PubMed Help has been updated to reflect the redesign changes.

Discovery Ads
The discovery ads and search sensors have been modified slightly to ensure the ads fit well in the new design. One significant change is some Summary results discovery ads, which are generated based on a user's search terms, will display in the discovery column when displaying multiple records in the Abstract format. A single record displayed in the Abstract format will include the discovery ads for the particular citation.

My NCBI
My NCBI was updated with the following changes:

[Editor's note: These changes were implemented in PubMed on October 14, 2009.]
• **Single Citation Display** - The PubMed Preference for Single Citation Display was removed given that the Citation and AbstractPlus formats have merged into a single Abstract format.

• **Abstract Supplemental Data** - A preference has been added to set the Abstract format to open the supplemental information, e.g., MeSH, Publication Types, by default when you are signed in to My NCBI. This does not include LinkOut information.

• **Links Display** - This feature was removed from PubMed Preferences as the "All links from this record" feature replaced the Links pull-down menu. (It is retained under Common Preferences.)

• **Saved Search E-mail Selections** - The format selections for My NCBI automatic e-mail updates was modified to match the new set of available formats.

• **Auto Suggest** - An option was added to turn off the Auto Suggest feature when you are signed in to My NCBI (see the article, *New for PubMed®: Auto Suggest and Titles with Your Search Terms*).

By Kathi Canese

National Center for Biotechnology Information

September 30, 2009 [posted]

LinkOut® in the PubMed® Redesign

[Editor's note: See the articles Preview of PubMed® Redesign Coming and PubMed® Redesign for additional information.]

Library LinkOut and Outside Tool icons

The new PubMed interface will display the Library LinkOut and Outside Tool icons on the Abstract format. Library icons are still activated by accessing PubMed through a special URL or by selecting a LinkOut Library as a filter in My NCBI.

Libraries using LinkOut should continue to use the URL below to activate their icons in PubMed:


_NameAbbr_ is a library's LinkOut user name

Similarly, libraries using Outside Tool should continue to use this URL to activate their icons:


Libraries using shared My NCBI account to activate should continue to use:


_MyNCBIusername_ is the username for the shared My NCBI account

When a _single_ citation is displayed, the icons are in the upper right corner (see Figure 1). When more than one citation is displayed in the Abstract format, the icons are found beneath the abstract (see Figure 2).

Please note it is recommended that libraries update the URLs used to access PubMed to http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed

Figure 1: Library LinkOut and Outside Tool icons in Abstract display for a single citation.
In the new PubMed interface, the maximum icon size for Library LinkOut and publisher icons has changed to 120 pixels wide by 30 pixels high. Library and publisher icons larger than 120x30 will be automatically reduced to fit the size limit. Libraries that wish to update their icons can do so by entering an icon URL or uploading an icon file through the Submission Utility.

**Library Holdings Filter**
Libraries that select a filter for their LinkOut holdings in a My NCBI shared account will see the filter listed under "Filter your results" section of the display (see Figure 3).
"Filter your results" provides the same functionality as the former filter tabs. Clicking on a library filter link narrows results to citations found in a library's LinkOut holdings.

To see the filters selected in My NCBI, libraries continue to access PubMed through the URL:


**LinkOut Information**

The LinkOut information shows all full text and supplemental information links available for a PubMed citation. The former LinkOut Display format was absorbed by the new Abstract display. You must display a *single* item in the Abstract format to access the LinkOut information. The LinkOut information is located below the abstract and users will need to expand the plus sign (+) next to "LinkOut - more resources" to see the full text and supplemental information links available there (see Figure 4). This information will not be automatically expanded using the My NCBI preference to automatically open the supplemental information. When displaying multiple records in the Abstract format, the LinkOut option will not be included.
Figure 4: LinkOut - more resources full text and supplementary information links in Abstract display for a single citation.
The "LinkOut Holdings" link (see Figure 4) will only be included with the LinkOut information if users access PubMed through a URL that includes one of the following parameters: holding=, mynbishare=, or otool= (see complete URLs above). The "LinkOut Holdings" link leads to an alphabetical list of libraries that offer electronic full text access or hold the print version of the article in their collections (see Figure 5).

![LinkOut Holdings](image)

**Figure 5: Alphabetical list of libraries with electronic full text and/or print.**

**Using Single Citation Matcher and Clinical Queries with LinkOut**

To activate library icons using Single Citation Matcher and Clinical Queries, use the below URLs.

- Single Citation Matcher with LinkOut:
  

- Single Citation Matcher with Outside Tool:
  
Single Citation Matcher with MyNCBI:

Clinical Queries with LinkOut:

Clinical Queries with Outside Tool:

Clinical Queries with MyNCBI:

Single Citation Display
The default display format in the new PubMed interface will be the Abstract display format. Consequently, libraries that are currently using the parameter dr= in conjunction with their special URLs will no longer need to specify a display format.

Similarly, in My NCBI the Single Citation Display options available under PubMed Preferences will no longer be available in the new PubMed interface.

Please send your questions or comments to lib-linkout@ncbi.nlm.nih.gov.

By Lidia Hutcherson
National Center for Biotechnology Information

October 01, 2009 [posted]

Webcast: 2009 PubMed® Redesign

Learn about the 2009 PubMed redesign during a thirty minute live online demonstration and question and answer session presented by the NLM®. Go to http://webmeeting.nih.gov/pubmed2009/ at one of the following four dates and times:

**Tuesday, October 6, 2009:**
- 9:00 am - 9:30 am Eastern Time
- 11:00 am - 11:30 am Eastern Time

**Wednesday, October 7, 2009:**
- 1:00 pm - 1:30 pm Eastern Time
- 2:00 pm - 2:30 pm Eastern Time

Please read the article, *PubMed® Redesign*, before you attend this demonstration.

No registration is necessary. Select "Enter as a Guest" and turn on your computer speakers.

For more information and instructions on attending one of these demonstrations, go to: http://www.nlm.nih.gov/bsd/disted/clinics/pmredesign09.html.

Note that only the first 300 participants will be permitted entry due to technical limitations. The Webcast will be recorded and available for later viewing at: http://www.nlm.nih.gov/bsd/disted/clinics/pmredesign09.html.

For more training opportunities, see the National Training Center and Clearinghouse Web site and the NLM Distance Education Program Resources page. Watch for announcements of new training resources here in the *NLM Technical Bulletin.*

We hope you find the *Webcast: 2009 PubMed Redesign* useful and enjoyable. "See" you online!

By Kate Majewski
MEDLARS Management Section

New Web Site Promotes Interoperable Newborn Screening Data

Standardization will support quality health care for children.

The National Library of Medicine® (NLM) launched the Newborn Screening Coding and Terminology Guide, an important step toward efficient electronic exchange of standard newborn screening data. The new Web site was created in collaboration with the Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology, the Health Resources and Services Administration, and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, all components of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, as well as a number of professional organizations, to enable more effective use of newborn screening test results in assessing child health and improving lifelong health care.

Newborn screening is an important part of public health, but use of test results is complicated by wide variations among states in the ways tests are conducted and results recorded - and by inefficient, paper-based communications. The current situation can delay rapid attention to a child's health problems, and it creates frustration and extra work for parents, health care providers, and public health authorities. The new Web site is a "translator," to help deal with current complexity and to promote more efficient electronic exchange of newborn screening information in the future.

The Web site is designed to help states move toward the use of common terminology and coding standards, a key step in enabling electronic exchange of laboratory test information as well as readying newborn screening information for inclusion in electronic health records (EHRs). The site covers more than 100 conditions and lists the terminologies and codes used for each. It also identifies the tests that may be used in screening for each condition. For all the conditions and tests included, the preferred standard terminology and codes are indicated. Users of the Web site can view the information interactively or download electronic datasets of standard names and identifiers for use in their systems.

"The Web site can also help researchers untangle the confusion of terms and tests that exist today," said Dr. Clem McDonald, director of NLM's Lister Hill National Center for Biomedical Communications. "But beyond research, the most important goal for the new Web site is to help bring about efficient electronic exchange of newborn screening information. The big gain for patients and providers will come when we can include this information in a child's permanent EHR."

The goal of the Newborn Screening Codes and Terminology Guide is to provide a standard framework for reporting the results of newborn screening tests whose contents can be accurately interpreted by recipient electronic systems for use in care, follow-up and analysis. This standard framework will also enable the use and comparison of data from different laboratories. "For decades, the NLM has been a trailblazer in conducting and supporting research in clinical informatics and electronic medical records," said NLM Director Dr. Donald A.B. Lindberg. "Harmonizing standard coding, terminology and electronic messaging methods in newborn screening will support quality health care for..."
children. Moreover, public health agencies will be better equipped to observe and compare nationwide trends from newborn screening test results, which will also support efforts of the biomedical research community at NIH and elsewhere to improve newborn screening methods and evaluation.

October 06, 2009 [posted]

Fundamentals of the NLM® Classification Tutorial

The Cataloging Section of the National Library of Medicine® is pleased to announce the availability of an e-learning course called Fundamentals of the NLM Classification. It is available as a link from the Cataloging Section homepage, as well as the Distance Education page. The course is a free set of modules and interactive exercises that students may take at their own pace without an instructor.

This course covers the principles and applications of the NLM Classification in the cataloging environment. The course is divided into nine modules:

1. Overview of the NLM Classification
2. Using the Online NLM Classification
3. Components of NLM Call Numbers
4. General Principles
5. Table G (Geographic Notations)
6. Form Numbers
7. Bibliographies and Related Materials
8. Classification of 19th Century Works and Early Printed Books
9. Continuing Resources

By Barbara Bushman
Cataloging Section

October 14, 2009 [posted]

My NCBI: My Bibliography and Other Citations Enhanced

NCBI has revamped the My Bibliography and Other Citations feature in My NCBI. Formerly under the category Bibliographies within the My Saved Data section, My Bibliography and Other Citations are now grouped under the Collections section. Features have been added to facilitate maintaining your own authored papers or populating collections by specific authors.

You can now create a true bibliography, because in addition to journal articles, you can also add citations from books, meetings, presentations, and patents. The ability to add citations to journal articles not found in PubMed® has also been added.

Create Bibliographies
Creating or adding to a bibliography operates the same way as before. On the My NCBI homepage, click on the link "Bibliographies" under My Saved Data. On the My Saved Data screen, click on My Bibliography. Click on to add items to My Bibliography (see Figure 1).

![Figure 1: Create your My Bibliography.](image)

Adding PubMed Citations
On the screen, Add to My Bibliography, the default is to Add Journal Articles. Click continue. Enter your name (or select from the autocomplete listing). You can also search for citations by title words. For even
more search options, click on the tab More Options so you can additionally search by Years Published, Journal, Grant Number, Affiliation, and PMID (see Figure 2).

![Figure 2: Search filters.](image)

The results will display on the same page beneath the search filters. Click + Add next to the items you want to save to your My Bibliography. Confirm that [Added] is displayed after you make your selection. Click to save the added items to your Bibliography collection (see Figure 3).

![Figure 3: Adding items to My Bibliography.](image)

**Adding Non-PubMed Citations**

With the **Add to My Bibliography** feature, you may also opt to add citations manually by changing from the default option, Citations in PubMed, to Manually (see Figure 4) and click Continue. Next, enter necessary field items including Title, Author, Journal, Publication Date, Volume, Issue, Page, and DOI. Enter as much accurate data as possible to create a valid citation.
Figure 4: Adding items manually to My Bibliography.

Note: The Other Citations Collection is for you to create an additional bibliography, e.g., items you did not author but on which you contributed. Adding items to Other Citations operates in the same way as adding items to the My Bibliography Collection. Confirm you are in the correct Collection before adding items.

Managing Bibliographies
Viewing, adding, deleting, and updating bibliographies within the collection has not changed.

To view an item, click on the title of the item in My Bibliography. The item will display in PubMed. A book chapter, etc. will not display in PubMed.

To add a citation to a journal article to My Bibliography, follow the steps listed above in this document.

To delete items, go to your My Bibliography under My Saved Data. Select all items you wish to remove and then click 🗑.

New to My Bibliographies
You can now add items other than journal articles to My Bibliography. To add these items go to My Bibliography. Click 📚. Similar to selecting the Manual option, select the category you want to utilize: Books and Chapters, Meeting Abstracts, Presentations, Patents, or Other (Non-standard citation) (see Figure 5). Click Continue. Next, enter the required fields. Required fields are denoted with a red asterisk.
Figure 5: Other categories for My Bibliography.

By Jina Kim
National Center for Biotechnology Information

Today, PubMed transitioned completely to the redesigned interface. The previous version is no longer available.

The PubMed tutorials are being updated. The workbook used for the NLM-sponsored one-day PubMed training class has been updated.

We appreciate the feedback offered during the preview period. Some suggestions have been incorporated into today's release. Others will be considered for future enhancements.

Some of the changes implemented in today's release are described below.

When we initially transition to the redesigned version, Search Details will display for all users with search results (see Figure 1). The current plan is that at a later date this will change and users must use My NCBI to select the option to display Search Details with search results. Details will remain as a link on the Advanced Search screen for all users.

There is now a difference between the data on the Abstract and the Abstract (text) formats. Abstract (text) will not include the supplemental data (e.g., MeSH® Terms and Substances) that is available on the Abstract format. This is true for any use of these formats, e.g., on-screen display, Send to File, Send to E-mail, and Automatic Updates. Users are reminded that the MEDLINE® format includes all fields.

Automatic e-mail updates set for Citation or AbstractPlus formats will soon change to use the new Abstract format. Users who wish to change the format they receive should use the Settings link for Saved Searches under My Saved
Data in My NCBI.

The option to see More History on the Advanced Search screen will stay active for the duration of the search session unless you use the Less History option.

The feature, All links from this record, which appears on the Abstract display, will occur only if the record has links other than Related Articles. If there are other links, Related Articles will be on the list (see Figure 2).

![All links from this record](image)

Figure 2: This feature displays on the Abstract format when links other than Related Articles are available.

The Feedback link that was provided over the search box during the preview period is gone. The Help Desk link in the footer of each screen can be used to send questions or comments.

PubMed requires that JavaScript™ is enabled in your Web browser. Users of mobile devices may want to check their browser's JavaScript setting.

Links to PubMed need not be changed, however, this is a good time to make sure your links are in the correct format. See: Creating a Web Link to the Entrez Databases.

By Annette M. Nahin
MEDLARS Management Section